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Abstract In information systems (IS) engineering different techniques for mod-
eling inter-organizational collaborations are applied. In particular, value models
estimate the profitability for involved stakeholders, whereas coordination mod-
els are used to agree upon the inter-organizational processes before implementing
them. During the execution of inter-organizational collaboration, in addition, event
logs are collected by the individual organizations representing another view of the
IS. The combination of the two models and the event log represent the IS and they
should therefore be consistent, i.e., not contradict each other. Since these mod-
els are provided by different user groups during design time and the event log is
collected during run-time consistency is not straight forward. Inconsistency oc-
curs when models contain a conflicting description of the same information, i.e.,
there exists a conflictingoverlapbetween the models. In this paper we introduce
anabstractionof value models, coordination models and event logs which allows
ensuring and maintaining alignment between models and event log. We demon-
strate its use by outlining a proof of an inconsistency resolution result based on
this abstraction. Thus, the introduction of abstractions allows to explore formal
inter-model relations based on consistency.

1 Introduction

In information systems (IS) engineering a variety of modelling techniques can be
used to specify a system. Each of the resulting models emphasizes a specific aspect
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of the IS and has its own perspective on it. In this paper we focus on two fundamen-
tal perspectives which are of high relevance for modelling collaborations, namely
thevalue perspective[5] and thecoordination perspective[14].

For assessing the collaboration at a business level,value modelsdescribewhat
is exchanged between participating stakeholders and help to clarifyexpectationsof
each stakeholder in the collaboration. Value models provide estimations on prof-
itability for companies participating in a collaboration. For example, agreements
on the number of transferred products or payments between stakeholders can be
modelled. Related to this is value-based software engineering [3]. Here value con-
siderations are integrated with software design. In value-based business modelling,
these value considerations are used to evaluate a collaboration.

Coordination models, in turn, describehow to coordinate interorganizational
business processes. More precisely, at the IS level coordination is achieved by
describing the order in which messages are exchanged between the stakeholders.
This ordering of message control flow is of high importance. For example, whether
products are sent out before or after corresponding payments are made influences
the degree of risk for stakeholders. A coordination model is used as a basis for
implementing a collaboration. When executing it by an IS, in addition,event logs
are produced containing data abouthowmessages are exchanged and whether each
intended exchange isrealized.

The business strategy level and the business process level of an interorganiza-
tional collaboration are closely related and highly depend on each other. In particu-
lar, the business process level describes how the transfer of objects (e.g. products)
specified on the business strategy level is expected to be realized. Transferring
several of these objects complete a business transaction. For example, transferring
money in return for transferring a product together constitutes a complete business
transaction. Both models now describe both the money and product transfer where
the value model focusses on the monetary aspect and the coordination model fo-
cusses on the order of these transfers. If the overlap in modelled information is
conflicting inter-model inconsistencies occur. For example, when the value model
depicts transfer of money while this is not depicted in the coordination model.

Fig. 1 depicts the formal relations between value model, coordination model
and event log as used in this paper. Duringdesign timeof the models expecta-
tions about the behavior of the system are modelled. We refer tostatic consistency
(cf. Figure 1) when ensuring inter-model consistency of the overlapping informa-
tion during design time. Second, we relate data from the event log, which reflects
realization of the collaboration, to the value model and the coordination model
at operational level. This is referred to asdynamic consistency(cf. Figure 1) of
the overlapping information. Though the relation between value and coordination
model is evident, not much work has been done in this area so far. As we will show
in this paper such an integration is far from being trivial, particularly when being
confronted with the evolving nature of interorganizational collaborations. More
precise, the goal is to provide amodel independent methodfor ensuring inter-
model consistency at design time as well as maintaining inter-model consistency
and consistency between models and real life behavior of the system at an opera-
tional level. In this paper we present anabstractionmethod for models at business
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Fig. 1 Consistency Relations

strategy level and business process level as well as for event logs. We abstract
from graphical representations and focus on the formal properties of the models
usingset-theory. This representation enables formal consistency checking between
models and running system. When an inconsistency is detected, consistency can
be regained by adapting one of the models. However, new inconsistencies might
be introduced concerning other consistency relations of this model. Here, we show
that in some circumstances, inconsistencies at an operational level between model
and event log can be solved while maintaining the other two consistency relations
mentioned in Figure 1.

In Section 2 background information on value and coordination modelling as
well as event logs is illustrated by means of a running example. Section 3 describes
the notion independent abstractions. Section 4 relates value model and coordina-
tion model during design time while Section 5 relates event logs with value and
coordination model at the operational level. In Section 6 we use these relations to
prove that a need for structural changes in the value model does not occur. Section
7 discusses related work and we conclude with a summary and outlook in Section
8.

2 Running Example

We introduce basics of value models, coordination models and event logs through
a simplified example. Real life collaborations represented as value or coordination
model are highly complex and are therefore not suitable for our illustration pur-
pose. Our business case consists of aonline photo serviceshop for online ordering
of photosandphoto albums. When ordering a productdelivery costsare charged.

2.1 Value Model

To reason about value transfers and to estimate the income of the online photo
service the company develops avalue model. Fig. 2 depicts the value model of
our running example using the e3-value modelling formalism [6]1. The actoron-
line photo servicehas a group ofcustomers. The example depicts fourvalue ex-
changesbetween company and customers: money for printing photos (money1,

1 Other value-based modelling techniques (e.g. REA [11] and Business Modelling On-
tology [13]) can be used as well. We selected e3-value in this paper due to its graphical
notation.
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photo), money for delivering the photos (money2, deliverphoto), money for print-
ing a photo album (money3, album), and money for delivering the album (money4,
deliver album). Interdependent value transfers (i.e., transfers exchanged in onein-
stanceof the model) are connected through the dotted and solid lines in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 contains two possible instances. One possible instance in the model is
highlighted by a thick line. An instance starts within the customer as astart stimu-
lus representing the consumer need for ordering photo products, and ends with an
end stimulusof the company. To indicate that certain exchanges appear more than
once in a single business transaction,scalar multiplicationis used. Scalar multi-
plication elementj for example indicates that on average customers buy 2 photo
products per business transaction. Scalar multiplication elementk within actor on-
line photo service is added for calculation purposes, i.e., it is the counterpart of
elementk in the group of customers indicating that customers order on average
10 photos at once. TheXOR-splitin the dependency path indicates that customers
either buy an album or photos. BothAND-splitsindicate that for every photo or
album purchase also delivery costs are paid.

To make an estimation of the income, several quantifications are made for a
specified time frame. In Fig. 2, for example, an estimation on how many cus-
tomers the company expects (=60), how many purchases on average are made in
a business transaction (scalar multiplication = 2), and on what the ratio between
photo and album purchases is (XOR-split80%-20%). These quantifications result
in an estimation on thenumberof sold photos, albums and delivery costs for both
products. Together with anaverage valueof each transfer, this gives an indication
on the income for this business activity in the specified time frame, in this case a
year. Although these quantifications are part of the model, we represent them for
clarification separately (cf. Table 1).

2.2 Coordination Model

The coordination model describes how the collaboration shall be implemented,
i.e., which messages are to be exchanged between the different stakeholders. Fur-
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Value Transfer Average Value, Euros Number of Occurrences per year

photo/money1 0.20 960
deliver photo/money2 2 96
album/money3 40 24
deliver album/money4 4 24

Table 1 Estimations Value Model
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Fig. 3 Example Coordination Model in BPMN notation

thermore, the coordination model denotes in which order these messages are ex-
changed. By executing the coordination model and by transferring messages be-
tween stakeholders, the value transfers modelled in the value model should be ac-
complished. The coordination model forms the basis for implementing the collab-
oration. For representing the coordination model, we use Business Process Model-
ing Notation (BPMN) [15]2. Fig. 3 depicts the coordination model of our business
case in BPMN notation. The customer first has tolog on for accessing the upload
pages of the online company. Then the customer has achoiceto order photos or
an album. Based on thismessagethe company makes an offer after which the cus-
tomer pays and receives the product. Here,scalar multiplication elements, indicat-
ing possible repetition of activities (e.g. ordering another set of photos or album),
are marked withj andk, in analogy to the scalar multiplications in the value model
in Fig. 2. Note thatk is included inrequest print photostask since a customer will
orderk photos instead ofk times a photo. Such anaggregated activityis colored
grey in the coordination model.

2.3 Event Log

The event log contains realized data gathered from the running system. This data
contains real life information on messages exchanged between stakeholders. Fur-
thermore, usingtimestampsshows the order in which data is exchanged. The event
log enables traceability of execution processes during collaboration. Furthermore,

2 Other modelling techniques like Activity Diagrams and Petri Nets are applicable as
well. In this paper we selected BPMN due to its graphical notation.
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=================================================
State Time Sender Receiver Message
__________________________________________________________________________________
Done 2007_08_17 09:13:33 customer_a copier_company request
Done 2007_08_17 09:15:30 copier_company customer_a offer
Done 2007_08_17 09:23:12 customer_a copier_company copier_payment
Done 2007_08_17 09:25:14 copier_company customer_a copierl
=================================================
Date: Fri, 17 Aug 2007 09:23:12
Sender: customer_a
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF_8'?>

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soapenv:Header />
<soapenv:Body>

<copier_payment xmlns="http://www.utwente.nl/consistency">
<Process_payment>

<Good>Service</Good>
<Amount>700</Amount>

</Process_payment>
<Process_payment>

<Good>Lease</Good>
<Amount>1200</Amount>

</Process_payment>
<contract_number>NL_TWENTE_98267854</contract_number>

</copier_payment>
</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Fig. 4 Example Event Log in XML

it enables checking whether profitability estimates made in the value model are
realized. As an example, take Fig. 4 in which part of an XML based event log (i.e.,
one business transaction) is shown. It depicts data being exchanged between cus-
tomer and online photo service company for ordering photos. Here, each message
is annotated with atimestamp, sender, receiverandname. A message contains a
contract numberand information on the transferred goods. This information en-
tails the value of a good (Item amount), the number of ordered goods (Number)
and the type of good (Good). In Fig. 4 two goods are transferred:money110 times
for 0.20 euro, andmoney21 time for 2 euro. Messages with the same contract
number belong to one business transaction while one specific customer can have
multiple business transactions with the rental company.

3 Abstracting Models and Event Log

For relating models and event log,commonalitiesbetween transfers in models and
entries in event log need to be defined. To investigate this, we propose toabstract
from the used modelling techniques and represent models and event log indepen-
dent from a particular formalism or notion. Each model-specific abstraction is ob-
tained by focussing onformal propertiesof the model as well as identifying its
overlapwith the other models. Each model-abstraction abstracts from graphical
notation and all constructs that fall outside the overlap.

3.1 Abstraction of the Value Model

In our abstraction we abstract from information in the value model which has no
overlap with information in the coordination model or event log, and we focus on
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the commonalities. Essential in the value model are the value transfers, with esti-
mations on the number of occurrences, average value, and involved stakeholders.
For example, value transferphotois estimated to occur 960 times with an average
value of 0.20 euro between customer and online photo service. Furthermore, the
value transfers aregroupedaccording to the instance they belong to. Each value
model consists of a set of instances (cf. the grey areas in Fig. 2) and each instance
consists of a set of value transfers (cf. Table 3.1). Also the relations between the
different sets and elements (i.e., instances and value transfers), are important. In
the set representation of the value model we abstract from the graphical notation
as well as from reciprocity (i.e., if an actor receives a value transfer, he also will
have to offer one) as well as from any constructs modelled inside an actor.

Now, each value transfer in a value model is represented as a quintuplex=(a,b,c,d,e),
whereissuer(x)=a, recipient(x)=b name(x)=c, value(x)=d and occurrences(x)=e represent
issuer, recipient, uniquename, averagevalue, and estimation on the number ofoc-
currences, respectively. For example, in Table 1 value transferalbum is expected
to be issued by the online photo service (represented asop in the abstraction), re-
ceived by the customer (represented asc in the abstraction), has an average value of
40 euros and occurs 24 times. This is represented as:Album=(op,c,album,40,24). These
value transfers aregroupedinto multisetsaccording to the instances they belong
to. An abstraction of a value model now consists several multisets of instances,
which contain value transfers. We use multisets since two identical value transfers
may occur in one instance (e.g. two times the transfer of an album with the same
value). In Fig. 2 these multisets are depicted as highlighted grey areas. We adopt
the most common definition of multisets as used by Jensen [8], whereN denotes
the set of all natural numbers and [A→ B] denotes the set of all functions fromA
to B:

Definition 1 (Multiset) A multiset M, over a non-empty set S, is a function
M ∈ [S → N]. The non-negative integerM(x) ∈ N is the multiplicity of element
x in multiset M. An elementx belongs to multiset M (i.e.x ∈ M) iff M(x) , 0.
When we write explicitly the elements of multisetM, we writeM = {xn1

1 , x
n2
2 , . . .},

whereni = M(xi). Furthermore, the cardinality of a multiset is the sum of the
multiplicities of its elements (i.e.card(M) =

∑
M(xi)).

To representrelationsbetween different value transfers and instances, we iden-
tify scalar multiplication elementsin the value model. For example, scalar multi-
plication elementk in Fig. 2 indicates that in one instance orderseveralphotos can
be purchased while onlyone time delivery costs are paid, i.e., there is anoccur-
rence differencebetween photos and delivery costs. To identify transfers related
to a scalar multiplication, their name is annotated with the name of the scalar
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multiplication structure. For example, transfermoney1in Fig. 2 is represented as
(c,op,money1 jk,0.20,960) where jk indicates that value transfermoney1is influenced
by scalar multiplication elementsj andk. Annotating these names enables us to
identify occurrence relations between transfers, where the same annotation indi-
cates the same number of estimated occurrences. If there exists such an occurrence
relation between to value transfers then there should occur a similar relation in
event log and coordination model. Therefore, this information is added to the ab-
straction by annotating the name of each value transfer in the multisets with the
scalar multiplication element it is influenced by (cf. Def. 2).

Definition 2 (Scalar Multiplication) Scalar multiplication` in value or coordi-
nation model, realizing iterations of value or message transferx, is represented as
name(x)=c` in the abstraction of the model. Nested scalar multiplications are repre-
sented asc jk.

The two instances (i.e., the two multisets) can occur together in one business
transaction. For example, in one business transaction photos as well as an album
can be ordered. This is modelled in e3-value by a multiplication element before
an XOR-split. For example, scalar multiplication elementj indicates that in one
business transaction on average two orders are done. This can be two photo orders,
two album orders or a photo and an album order. To indicate in the abstraction
that two multisets can co-occur, they are annotated with the name of the scalar
multiplication element which influences the XOR-split. In more complex models,
multisets are annotated with the name of the scalar multiplication element before
the XOR-split and closest to the start element. For example, the abstraction of the
value model in Fig. 5 consists of three multisets which are all annotated with scalar
multiplication elementj.

{
{A} j,{B} j,{C} j

}
. The algorithm for creating the abstraction

of a value model is now as follows:

1. Annotate value transfers with the scalar multiplications they are influ-
enced by (cf. Def. 2).

2. Create a multiset for each path (instance) through the value model (cf.
thick line in Fig. 2).

3. Identify each XOR-split preceded by one or more scalar multiplications
in the value model.

4. Annotate each multiset with a superscript resulting from the XOR-split
with the scalar multiplication element closest to the start stimulus.
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The abstraction of the value model from Fig. 2 is as follows:

V =
{

{(c,op,money1 jk,0.20,960),(c,op,money2 j,2,96),(op,c,photo jk,0.20,960)} j ,
{(c,op,money3 j,40,24),(c,op,money4 j,4,24),(op,c,album j,40,24)} j

}

3.2 Abstraction of the Coordination Model

Also in the coordination model we focus on the commonalities. Essential are the
message transfers with information on involved stakeholders, and theorder in
which they appear. Analogue to the value model abstraction, we group transfers
according to the instance they belong to (cf. the grey areas in Fig. 6). Again also
the relations between sets and elements are important. We abstract from the graph-
ical notation as well as from any constructs inside an actor. Furthermore, message
transfers that do not represent a value transfer in the value model (e.g.requestin
Fig. 3) are also not represented. Now, a message transfer in a coordination model
is represented as a quadrupletx=(index,issuer,recipient,name) with an initial index
of zero, issuer, recipient, and uniquename. For example, message transferal-
bum in Fig. 3 is represented as(0,op,c,album) with index(album)=0, issuer(album)=op,
recipient(album)=c, andname(album)=album. The index will later on be used to identify
anorderingof messages in the coordination model.

In the coordination model in Fig. 3 scalar multiplication elements are depicted
aschoicesfor repetition or asaggregatedmessages. For example, the choice to
startPhotos or Album?in the customer or aggregated messagePay k times money1
+ money2in Fig. 3 depict scalar multiplications. If message transfers are influ-
enced by the same scalar multiplication they occur the same number of times. To
create the abstraction of a coordination model, the names of message transfers
are annotated with the scalar multiplication elements they are influenced by. Then
each scalar multiplication edge in the coordination model is removed, and each
aggregated activity (cf. the grey messages in Fig. 3) is transformed into a normal
one. Fig. 6 shows the result as areduced model. Now, for each instance in the co-
ordination model a multiset is created and annotated with the scalar multiplication
it is influenced by to indicate its relations. Furthermore, each multiset of transfers
has astrict partial order. The order is partial since there exist aggregated transfers
e.g. ordering 10 photos at once, and the ordering is strict since we do not allow
the occurrence of two messages at the same time. The algorithm for creating the
abstraction of a coordination model is now as follows.

1. Annotate names of message transfers with the scalar multiplications
they are influenced by (cf. Def. 2).

2. Create a reduced model by removing the scalar multiplication edges
and the scalar multiplication part of activities (cf. Fig. 6).

3. Create a multiset for each instance in the reduced model (cf. Fig. 6).
4. Annotate each multiset with the scalar multiplication element it is in-

fluenced by.
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5. Define the strict partial order on the elements in the multisets based on
their occurrence in the coordination model.

Using this algorithm, the abstraction of the coordination model in Fig. 3 is as
follows.

W =
{

({(0,c,op,money1 jk),(0,c,op,money2 j),(0,op,c,photo jk)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (0,op,c,photo jk), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (0,op,c,photo jk)}),
({(0,c,op,money3 j),(0,c,op,money4 j),(0,op,c,album j)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money3 j) < (0,op,c,album j), (0,c,op,money4 j) < (0,op,c,album j)})

}

3.3 Abstraction of the Event Log

Essential in the event log are the message entries which contain information on
when the message happened (i.e.,timestamp), who was theissuer, recipient, what
the content of the message is (i.e.,nameof the message), and what the eco-
nomical value is. Furthermore, the relations between the entries are of impor-
tance, i.e., to which instance they belong and to which business transaction. An
event log entry is now represented as a quintuple containing information on the
timestamp, issuer, recipient, name, and value of the entry. For example, 10 entries
of money1in transferphotopayment, all with value 0.20 (cf. Fig. 4) is represented
as: money1 =(1,c,op,money1,0.20)10. For abbreviation, we represent timestamp “Thu,
17 July 2007 09:23:12” in Fig. 4 in the abstraction as integer 1. Higher integers in
the abstraction indicate a later timestamp in the event log.

In the value and coordination model we abstracted information on the rela-
tions between the transfers by analyzing the structure of the models. However,
in the event log we need a different approach. For example, we need to recog-
nize transfers of ordering photos as transfers belonging to one instance and one
business transaction in the event log. This is a widely known problem for which
different solutions exist. For this paper we choose to useidentifier messages. Log
on and log off messages are used to identify separate business transactions. Dif-
ferent business transactions can also be identified throughcontract numbers. Each
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business transaction, in this case, has a unique contract number. A multiset is cre-
ated for every business transaction. Furthermore, arequestmessage for either a
photo order or for an album indicates a new instance within a business transaction.
We add information on different instances by annotating elements with a subscript
integer. Instances occurring later in time have a higher number. The algorithm to
create the abstraction from an event log is as follows.

1. Group messages that have the same contract number into multisets,
which can also be identified through alog onandlog off message sur-
rounding the messages.

2. Annotate within the multisets elements (i.e., transfers) which are part
of the first instance with a subscript 1, elements part of the second
instance with 2, etc.

3. Represent each entry in an event log as an element in a multiset with
timestamp, issuer, recipient, name, and value.

The following example shows the abstraction of the event log for one month
using the algorithm. Recall that estimations in the value model were made for one
year.

E =
{

{(1,c,op,money1,0.20)10
2 ,(1,c,op,money2,2)2,(2,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
2 },

(3,c,op,money3,40)1,(3,c,op,money4,4)1,(4,op,c,album,40)1,

{(5,c,op,money3,42)1,(5,c,op,money4,4)1,(8,op,c,album,42)1,

(9,c,op,money1,0.20)8
2,(9,c,op,money2,2)2,(12,op,c,photo,0.20)

8
2,

(13,c,op,money1,0.20)12
3 ,(13,c,op,money2,2)3,(14,op,c,photo,0.20)

12
3 },

{(6,c,op,money3,50)1,(6,c,op,money4,4)1,(7,op,c,album,50)1},
{(10,c,op,money1,0.15)14

1 ,(10,c,op,money2,2)1,(11,op,c,photo,0.15)
14
1 ,

(14,c,op,money1,0.22)6
2,(14,c,op,money2,2)2,(15,op,c,photo,0.22)

6
2},

{(16,c,op,money1,0.20)10
1 ,(16,c,op,money2,2)1,(17,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
1 }

}

4 Relating Models Statically

We introduce a consistency definition to relate value model and coordination model
statically(cf. Fig. 1), i.e., we investigate their relation during design time based on
our abstraction. We define this notion based on auxiliary definitions and previous
work by Zlatev et al. [16]. To check whether the models are consistent, we need
to match the multisetsin the two abstractions with each other. Furthermore, we
need to establish whether therelationsbetween theelementsand the relations be-
tween themultisetsare equal in both models. Based on these constraints we check
whether we canmapone abstraction to the other. If there exists such a mapping,
the models are said to be consistent. Fig. 7 depicts the structure of this section.
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4.1 Matching Multisets

To check whether the sets representing these models (i.e., the abstractions of the
models) are semantically equal (i.e, represent the same multisets of transfers) we
need tomatchmultisets. Two multisets match if for each element in the multisets
there isexactlyone element in the other multiset that represents the same transfer
(i.e., issuer and recipient are the same (i.e., actors match (cf. Def. 3)), and the name
is the same). Furthermore, we check whether they both can only appear once in
an instance (i.e., not influenced by a scalar multiplication), or that both can appear
multiple times in a single instance (i.e., both are influenced by a scalar multipli-
cation). Two elements, i.e., value or message transfers,matchif either of them is
influenced by thesamescalar multiplication element or none of them is (cf. Def.
4)3. Two elementspartially matchif both elements are annotated but not with the
same scalar multiplications (cf. Def. 5). For example, in the following set only
(i,r,money`,c,d) and(i,r,moneymn,e,f) partially match because both elements are in-
fluenced by scalar multiplication elements:{(i,r,money,a,b),(i,r,money`,c,d),(i,r,moneymn,e,f)}.
For matching multisets both matching and partially matching elements are suffi-
cient since we only check whether it is possible for the elements to occur more
than one time.

Definition 3 (Matching Actors) Let x and y be elements of a multiset. Then x and
y have matching actors, actor(x,y), iff:

1. issuer(x)=issuer(y), and
2. recipient(x)=recipient(y).

Definition 4 (Matching Elements)Let x and y be elements of a multiset. Then x
and y are matching elements, match(x,y), iff actor(x,y) andname(x)=name(y).

Definition 5 (Partially Matching Elements) Let x and y be elements of a multiset,
and let ` and k represent one or more scalar multiplications. Then x and y are
partially matching elements, pmatch(x,y), iff actor(x,y)∧ name(x)=a` ∧ name(y)=a

k.

Definition 6 (Matching Multisets) Multiset M and N match (Mu N) iff

1. ∀x ∈ M:∃!y ∈ N ∧ (match(x, y) ∨ pmatch(x, y)), and
2. ∀y ∈ N:∃!x ∈ M ∧ (match(x, y) ∨ pmatch(x, y)).

3 We use this simplified matching definition realizing the semantic dimension of the prob-
lem [16]. However, for the course of this paper the actual matching is not affecting our
results since it is an equivalence relation.
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4.2 Related Elements

Elements in one multiset that are influenced by the same scalar multiplication have
thesame degree of freedom, i.e., the are occurring the same number of times within
one business transaction. For example, in Fig. 2money3and money4are both
influenced by scalar multiplication elementj. This means that if you payx times
money3, you also payx timesmoney4. Transfers which are influenced by the same
scalar multiplication, or not influenced by any scalar multiplication, are said to
be related, i.e., theirestimated number of occurrencesis equal. Identifying these
transfers is important because related transfers in the value model also have to be
related, i.e., have thesame degree of freedom, in the coordination model and event
log.

Definition 7 (Related Elements)Let x and y be elements of multisets, and let
` represent one or more scalar multiplications. Then x and y related elements,
rel(x, y), iff actor(x,y)∧ name(x)=a` ∧ name(y)=b`.

Definition 8 (Related Element Pairs)Let M be a multiset. Then the set of names
of related element pairs of transfers is defined as follows.SM B {(name(x),name(y))|
x, y ∈ M ∧ rel(x, y)}.

4.3 Related Multisets

In the running example, two different instances are identified, i.e., ordering photos
and ordering an album. In one business transaction a customer can order a combi-
nation of these instances. For example, a customer can place two photo orders and
an album order in one business transaction. Thisco-occurrenceof instances in one
business transaction can in the value model be identified by an XOR-split, indi-
cating two different instances, withbeforethe XOR-split a multiplication element,
indicating the possibility of more than one occurrence of an instance in one busi-
ness transaction. In the coordination model this can be identified by aback edge
at the end of an instance back to a decision element. To identify which instances
(i.e., multisets) can co-occur in one business transaction, multisets in value and
coordination model are annotated with the multiplication element closest to the
start stimulus they are influenced by. For consistency both models should have the
same multisets that can co-occur.

Definition 9 (Related Multisets) Let M and N be multisets. Then M and N are
related multisets, M=` N, if they are annotated with the same scalar multiplication
element subscript.

Definition 10 (Related Multiset Pairs) Let setV be the abstraction of value or
coordination model. Then the set of related multiset pairs is defined as follows.
SV B {(M,N)| M,N ∈ V ∧ M =` N}.
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4.4 Proper Mapping

We define a mapping from one abstraction to another by matching the multisets
of the two different abstractions to each other (cf. Def. 6), by matching for all
multisets related multiset pairs (cf. Def. 9), and by matching sets of related pairs
of elements (cf. Def. 10). Two models arestatically consistentif their abstractions
have a proper mapping.

Definition 11 (Mapping Abstractions) Let setsV andW be abstractions of value
or coordination models. LetTV be the set of related multiset pairs inV , and let
TW be the set of related multiset pairs inW . Then mappingν: V → W is defined
as:

1. ∀M ∈ V :∃!N ∈ W : ν(M,N) ∧ N u M, and
2. ∀N ∈ W :∃!M ∈ V : ν(M,N) ∧ M u N.

Mappingν: V → W is a proper mapping iff:

1. ∀ν(M,N):∀(M,M′) ∈ TV :∃(N,N′) ∈ TW , and
2. ∀ν(M,N):∀(N,N′) ∈ TW :∃(M,M′) ∈ TV , and
3. Let SM be the set of related pairs of elements in M and letTN be the set of

related pairs of elements in N:∀ν(M,N): SM = TN.

Definition 12 (Static Consistency)Let setV be the abstraction of value model
Ṽ and let setW be the abstraction of coordination modelW̃. ThenṼ andW̃ are
considered to be statically consistent iff there exists a proper mappingν: V → W .

We checkstatic consistencybetween the value and coordination model of our
running example. According to Definition 12 these models are statically consistent
if their abstractions, i.e., the sets representing the models, have a proper mapping.
Recall the abstraction of the value model from Fig. 2 (V ), and the abstraction of
the coordination model in Fig. 3 (W ):

V =
{

{(c,op,money1 jk,0.20,960),(c,op,money2 j,2,96),(op,c,photo jk,0.20,960)} j ,
{(c,op,money3 j,40,24),(c,op,money4 j,4,24),(op,c,album j,40,24)} j

}

W =
{

({(0,c,op,money1 jk),(0,c,op,money2 j),(0,op,c,photo jk)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (0,op,c,photo jk), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (0,op,c,photo jk)}),
({(0,c,op,money3 j),(0,c,op,money4 j),(0,op,c,album j)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money3 j) < (0,op,c,album j), (0,c,op,money4 j) < (0,op,c,album j)})

}

Based on the first two items of Definition 11, each multiset contained in the
sets must have a matching multiset in the other set. The first multiset of the ab-
straction of the value model (Pvm for ordering Photos), matches the first multiset
of the abstraction of the coordination model (Pcm for ordering Photos) since each
transfer in these multisets has a matching transfer in the other multiset. For exam-
ple, value transfer(c,op,money1 jk,0.20,960) matches message transfer(0,c,op,money1 jk)
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since both have the same issuer, recipient, name, and equal name annotation (cf.
Definition 6). Furthermore, if there is a mapping between multiset A and B then
related multisets of A should match related multisets of B (cf. item 1 and 2 of the
constraints for a proper mapping in Def. 11). For example, multisetPvm is mapped
to Pcm. Pvm is related to the second multiset in the abstraction of the value model
Avm (for ordering an album). MultisetPcm is related to multisetAcm (for order-
ing an album). Therefore, multisetsAvm andAcm should be part of mappingν,
i.e. they should match. Based on item 3 for the constraints of a proper mapping
in Def. 11, the sets of related pairs of elements of matching multisets have to
be equal. We define setS1 andS2 as the sets of related pairs of the two multi-
sets representing the value model and setT1 andT2 as the sets of related pairs
of the two multisets representing the coordination model.S1 = T1 ={(money1 jk,

photo jk)} and S2 = T2 ={(money3 j,album j),(money3 j,money4 j),(album j,money4 j)}. There-
fore, we conclude that the value model in Fig. 2 is statically consistent with the
coordination model in Fig. 3.

5 Relating Models and Event Log Dynamically

At the operational level we relate value model and event log, as well as coordina-
tion model and event log (cf. Fig. 1). An overview of the structure of this section
is depicted in Fig. 8For both dynamic relations we first need to define aproper
mappingby matching multisets of the event log with the two models. In addition
for relating value model and event log, the estimatednumber of occurrenceshas to
be compared with the realized number of occurrences. Furthermore, the estimated
average valueof a transfer has to be compared with the realized average value of a
transfer. In addition for relating coordination model and event log, theordering in
the coordination model should be equal to the realized order in the event log. First
we discuss the mapping from event log to the model after which we relate event
log and coordination model, depicted as adynamic consistencyin Fig. 1. Finally,
Section 5.3 relates event log and value model also denoted asdynamic consistency
in Fig. 1.

5.1 Relating Multisets - A Proper Mapping

To find a proper mapping between event log and value or coordination model,
we need to relate everyoccurredbusiness transaction (i.e., every multiset) in the
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event log to a business transaction in value or coordination model. An overview
of the proper mapping is given in Fig. 9 One multiset in the event log can be
mapped to asingleinstance (i.e., multiset) in value or coordination model or to a
combinationof instances (i.e., combination of multisets). For example, if a multiset
in the event log represents purchasing one album, it can be mapped to one multiset
in the abstraction of the value model. However, when a customer orders an album
and photos in one business transaction then this is mapped to a combination of
both multisets in the value model. Furthermore, if two elements in a multiset in
the value or coordination model are related (i.e., occur an equal number of times)
then they should occur also with the same multiplicity in the event log entry. An
element in an event log is said to be anoccurrenceof an element in value or
coordination model if actors and name are equal.

Definition 13 (Element Occurrence)Let x and y be elements of multisets, and
let ` represent one or more scalar multiplications. Then x is considered to be an
occurrence of y,occ(x, y), iff match(x,y)∨(actor(x,y)∧ name(x)=a ∧ name(y)=a`).

A multiset in the event log is an occurrence of a multiset in value or coor-
dination model if each element in the event log multiset is an occurrence of an
element in the value or coordination model multiset. Furthermore, each element in
the multiset of the value or coordination model should also occur in the multiset of
the event log. As a third constraint, if two elements in value or coordination model
are related (i.e., they should occur the same number of times), their multiplicity
in the multiset of the event log should be equal. The multiplicity of elementx in
multisetM is denoted as:M(x).

Definition 14 (Set Occurrence)Let M and N be multisets, let` represent one or
more scalar multiplications, and let setSN be the set of related pairs of elements
(c.f. Definition 10) in N. Then M is considered to be an occurrence of N,occ(M,N),
iff

1. ∀y ∈ N:∃x ∈ M ∧ occ(x, y), and
2. ∀x ∈ M:∃y ∈ N ∧ occ(x, y), and
3. ∀(x, y) ∈ SN,→ M(x) = M(y).

Since a multiset in the event log can be mapped to a combination of value
or coordination model multisets, we formalize how two related multisets in value
or coordination model are united (cf. Def. 16 and Def. 17). First we define two
union operators (cf. Def. 15). The first joins two multisets where the multiplicity
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of each element the maximum is of the multiplicity of that element in the united
multisets. The second joins two multisets where the multiplicity of each element
the summation is of the multiplicity of the element in both multisets.

Definition 15 (Multiset Union Operators) Let M be a multiset of M’, and let N
be a multiset over N’. The set union of multiset M and N resulting in multiset P,
P = M ∪ N, is defined as follows.S B M′ ∪ N′, with P over set S:∀x ∈ S :
P(x) = max(M(x),N(x)). The multiset union of multiset M and N resulting in
multiset P,P = M ] N, is defined as follows.S B M′ ∪ N′, with P over set S:
∀x ∈ S : P(x) = M(u) + N(u).

Recall that related elements have an equal number of occurrences. To create
correct related elements in the united multiset we have to rename the annotation of
the elements. Elements of different multisets can have a different number of occur-
rences and are therefore not related. For example, althoughmoney2andmoney3
(cf. Fig. 2) are both influenced by scalar multiplicationj, if they occur in the same
business transaction they occur a different number of times. Furthermore, elements
that do not have an annotation (i.e., occur only once), will appear also once in the
united multiset. For example, Fig. 10 depicts that each customer receives a present
at the end of a business transaction. It does not matter how many A’s or B’s the
customer orders in a single business transaction, he receives always one present.
The two instances (i.e., multisets) of this value model both contain thepresent
transfer without annotation since it is not influenced by any loop. Now, the union
of these two instances should also contain one element representing the present.

Definition 16 (Union of Value Model Multisets) Let M and N be multisets in the
abstraction of a value model. LetAM B {x | x ∈ M∧ name(x)=a

`}, let AN B {x |
x ∈ N∧ name(x)=a

`}, let BM B {x | x ∈ M∧ name(x)=a}, and letBM B {x | x ∈ N∧
name(x)=a}. Then the union of M and N is constructed as follows:M ∗∪ N = (AM ]
AN) ] (BM ∪ BN).

The union of coordination model multisets is equal to the union of value model
multisets and in addition theorder in which messages appear is united. If a cus-
tomer first orders a set of photos, then an album, and then another album, then this
matches with the union of first the photo-multiset with the album-multiset, after
which this is united with another photo-multiset. Now, not only the orderwithin a
multiset is important but also the orderbetweenelements of the different multisets.
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Therefore, the multiset which is added to the union, gets anindex numberwhich
is one higher than the highest index number of the current multiset. This index
number is used to define the order between the elements of the different multisets
(<new).

Definition 17 (Union of Coordination Model Multisets) Let M and N be mul-
tisets with a strict partial order<M and<N in the abstraction of a coordination
model. Let multisetsAM, BM, AN, andBN be defined as follows.
AM B {x | x ∈ M∧ name(x)=a

`}.
BM B {x | x ∈ M∧name(x)=a}.
AN B {x | x ∈ N∧ name(x)=a

`}.
BN B {x | x ∈ N∧ name(x)=a}.
Let k be the highest index number in multisetM.
k B maxx∈M(index(x)).
Let multisetA

′
N andB

′
N be defined as follows.

A
′
N B {(k + 1,issuer(x),recipient(x),name(x)) | x ∈ AN}.

B
′
N B {(k + 1,issuer(x),recipient(x),name(x)) | x ∈ BN}.

Let the strict partial order onA
′
N andB

′
N be based on N and defined as follows.

<N′B {(x′ < y′) | x′, y′ ∈ (A
′
N ∪ B

′
N)∧ x, y ∈ N∧match(x′, x)∧match(y′, y)∧ (x <

y) ∈<N}.
Let the strict partial order between multisetsAM, BM, A

′
N, and B

′
N be defined as

follows.
<newB {(x′ < y′) | x′ ∈ (AM ∪ BM) ∧ y′ ∈ (A

′
N ∪ B

′
N)}.

Then the union of M and N is as follows.M ∗∪ N = (A]A′)] (B∪ B′) with a strict
partial order: <M ∪ <N′ ∪ <new

To reason about the multisets which are used to create a union, we define an
element of a unionas a multiset which is used to create the union multiset.

Definition 18 (Elements and Sets of Unions)LetV be the abstraction of a value
model. Then set of all possible unions multisets inV , UV is defined as follows.
UV B {U | U = ∗⋃i=1

n U(i)
`
∧ U(i)

`
∈ V }. Let U be a union of multisets withn ∈ N+:

U = ∗⋃i=1
n U(i)

`
. If ∃U(i)

`
= M then M is said to be element of the union U denoted

as: M ∈∗ U.

In the value and coordination model value and message transfers agreed upon
by the stakeholders are modelled. Therefore,only these transfers should occur dur-
ing runtime and appear in the event log. Furthermore, value and message transfers
agreed upon shouldindeedoccur during runtime. Therefore, the event log should
contain data about every agreed upon value and message transfer. This relation
between event log and models is defined as aproper mappingµ from event log to
model. Based on Definition 14 and the union definitions:

Definition 19 (Proper Mapping) Let E be the abstraction of an event log, letV
be the abstraction of a value or coordination model, and letUV be the set of all
possible unions of multisets inV . Then mappingµ : E → UV is denoted as:

– ∀N ∈ E :∃M ∈ UV: µ(N,M): occ(N,M).
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Mappingµ is a proper mapping iff:

– ∀M ∈ V :∃N ∈ E : µ(N,M′) ∧ M ∈∗ M′.

5.2 Relating Event Log and Coordination Model

For definingdynamic consistencybetween coordination model and event log we
use the constraint of a proper mapping. Furthermore, the order in which the event
log entries occur should match the order of the message transfers as specified in the
coordination model. We define a strict partial order for event log multisets using
their timestamps. Then, we define anequivalencerelation between the order in
the event log multiset and the order in the coordination model multiset based on a
proper mapping between them.

Definition 20 (Order Equivalence) Let E be a multiset in event log abstraction
E . Then strict partial order<E over E is defined as follows.<EB {(x < y) |
x, y ∈ E ∧ time(x) < time(y)}. Let M be a multiset with strict partial order<N.
Letµ(E,M) be a proper mapping. Then<E=<N if ∀(m< m′) ∈<M:∃(e< e′) ∈<E

: occ(e,m) ∧ occ(e′,m′)

Definition 21 (Dynamic Consistency)Let setE represent event log̃E, let setW
represent coordination model̃W, letUW be set of all possible unions of multisets
in W . ThenẼ andW̃ are dynamically consistent iff

1. ∃ proper mappingµ : E → UW (cf. Definition 19), and
2. ∀µ(M,N):<M=<N.

To check dynamic consistency between event log and coordination model of
our running example, we first find a proper mapping between the abstraction of
the coordination model (W ) and the abstraction of the event log (E ) after which
we check whether the order in this mapping is equal:

W =
{

({(0,c,op,money1 jk),(0,c,op,money2 j),(0,op,c,photo jk)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (0,op,c,photo jk), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (0,op,c,photo jk)}),
({(0,c,op,money3 j),(0,c,op,money4 j),(0,op,c,album j)} j ,
{(0,c,op,money3 j) < (0,op,c,album j), (0,c,op,money4 j) < (0,op,c,album j)})

}

E =
{

{(1,c,op,money1,0.20)10
2 ,(1,c,op,money2,2)2,(2,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
2 },

(3,c,op,money3,40)1,(3,c,op,money4,4)1,(4,op,c,album,40)1,

{(5,c,op,money3,42)1,(5,c,op,money4,4)1,(8,op,c,album,42)1,

(9,c,op,money1,0.20)8
2,(9,c,op,money2,2)2,(12,op,c,photo,0.20)

8
2,

(13,c,op,money1,0.20)12
3 ,(13,c,op,money2,2)3,(14,op,c,photo,0.20)

12
3 },

{(6,c,op,money3,50)1,(6,c,op,money4,4)1,(7,op,c,album,50)1},
{(10,c,op,money1,0.15)14

1 ,(10,c,op,money2,2)1,(11,op,c,photo,0.15)
14
1 ,

(14,c,op,money1,0.22)6
2,(14,c,op,money2,2)2,(15,op,c,photo,0.22)

6
2},

{(16,c,op,money1,0.20)10
1 ,(16,c,op,money2,2)1,(17,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
1 }

}
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Each multiset in the event log is an occurrence of a union of multisets in the
coordination model. For example, the first multiset in the event log (E1) is an occur-
rence of the union of the second multisetP (for photo order) in the coordination
model with the firstA (for album order). This union is allowed since both multi-
sets are annotated with the same subscript:j. To create this union we first rename
the annotation of the elements in the second multiset:

A =

({(0,c,op,money3 j),(0,c,op,money4 j),(0,op,c,album j)},
{(0,c,op,money3 j) < (0,op,c,album j), (0,c,op,money4 j) < (0,op,c,album j)})
→
({(0,c,op,money3i),(0,c,op,money4i),(0,op,c,albumi)},
{(0,c,op,money3i) < (0,op,c,albumi), (0,c,op,money4i) < (0,op,c,albumi)})

Now, multisetsAP and BP from the photo order, and multisetsAA, BA, A
′
A

andB
′
A of the album order are created according to Def. 17. Since each element

is annotated in both multisets, multisetsBP, BA and B
′
A are empty. The highest

index of multisetP is 0, therefore the index of the elements in multisetA
′
A is 1,

indicating that the album is ordered later than the photos:

AP= {(0,c,op,money1 jk),(0,c,op,money2 j),(0,op,c,photo jk)}
AA= {(0,c,op,money3i),(0,c,op,money4i),(0,op,c,albumi)}
A
′
A= {(1,c,op,money3i),(1,c,op,money4i),(1,op,c,albumi)}

The strict partial order of the elements in multisetA
′
A (andB

′
A, which is empty),

<A′ is equal to the order of the original setA where only the annotation and index
number is different.

<A′= {(1,c,op,money3i) < (1,op,c,albumi), (1,c,op,money4i) < (1,op,c,albumi)}

Each element part of ordering photos occurs before any element part of order-
ing the album. This is the new ordering<new between the elements of the different
multisets:

<new= {
(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,op,c,albumi), (0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,c,op,money3i),
(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,c,op,money4i), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,op,c,albumi),
(0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,c,op,money3i), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,c,op,money4i),
(0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,op,c,albumi), (0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,c,op,money3i),
(0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,c,op,money4i)}.

As a last step, we create unionU by AP ] A
′
A with a new strict partial ordering

<P ∪ <A′ ∪ <new:
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AP ] A
′
A = {(0,c,op,money1 jk),(0,c,op,money2 j),(0,op,c,photo jk),

(1,c,op,money3i),(1,c,op,money4i),(1,op,c,albumi)}
<P ∪ <A′ ∪ <new= {
(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (0,op,c,photo jk), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (0,op,c,photo jk),
(1,c,op,money3i) < (1,op,c,albumi), (1,c,op,money4i) < (1,op,c,albumi),
(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,op,c,albumi), (0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,c,op,money3i),
(0,c,op,money1 jk) < (1,c,op,money4i), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,op,c,albumi),
(0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,c,op,money3i), (0,c,op,money2 j) < (1,c,op,money4i),
(0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,op,c,albumi), (0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,c,op,money3i),
(0,op,c,photo jk) < (1,c,op,money4i)}.

The first multiset in the event log,E1, is an occurrence of unionU since each
element inE1 is an occurrence of an element inU. For example,(1,c,op,money3,40)
is an occurrence of(1,c,op,money3i) since the actors as well as the names are equal
(Def. 13). In this way, we can find a proper mapping from the event log to the
coordination model. Furthermore, the ordering of the messages in coordination
model and event log is equal for the mapping. Using Def. 20 we define strict partial
order<E1:

<E1= {
(1,c,op,money1,0.20)2 < (2,op,c,photo,0.20)2, (1,c,op,money1,0.20)2 < (3,c,op,money3,40)1,
(1,c,op,money1,0.20)2 < (3,c,op,money4,4)1, (1,c,op,money1,0.20)2 < (4,op,c,album,40)1,
(1,c,op,money2,2)2 < (2,op,c,photo,0.20)2, (1,c,op,money2,2)2 < (3,c,op,money3,40)1,
(1,c,op,money2,2)2 < (3,c,op,money4,4)1, (1,c,op,money2,2)2 < (4,op,c,album,40)1,
(2,op,c,photo,0.20)2 < (3,c,op,money3,40)1, (2,op,c,photo,0.20)2 < (3,c,op,money4,4)1,
(2,op,c,photo,0.20)2 < (4,op,c,album,40)1, (3,c,op,money3,40)1 < (4,op,c,album,40)1,
(3,c,op,money4,4)1 < (4,op,c,album,40)1 }.

The order ofU is equal to the order ofE1 since<E1=<U according to Def. 20.
Each element in strict partial order<U is present in strict partial order<E1 where
the elements in<E1 are occurrences of elements in<U . For example, the elements
of ((1,c,op,money1,0.20)2 < (2,op,c,photo,0.20)2) ∈<E1 are occurrences of the elements
in ((0,c,op,money1 jk) < (0,op,c,photo jk)) ∈<U .

5.3 Relating Event Log and Value Model

To relate event log and value model at operational level we check the existence
of a proper mapping between event log and value model (cf. Item 1 Def. 24).
Furthermore, we check whether the estimated number ofoccurrencesis equal to
the realized number of occurrences and whether the estimatedaverage valueof a
transfer is equal to the realized average value of a transfer. The realized number
of occurrences is calculated by counting all occurrences of a specific transfer in
the different multisets of the event log. For example, we count the number of oc-
currences of value transferphoto in the different multisets in the event log. The
average value is the total value of all these transfers divided by the total num-
ber of occurrences. However, in Fig. 10 transferpresentis part of both instances
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of the value model, namely{A, Present} and{B, Present}. If business transaction
{A,B,Present} occurs in the event log, the occurrence and value of this transfer
is dividedbetween multiset{A,Present} and{B,Present} since both multisets con-
tributed to the occurrence of transfer Present. To calculate what ratio of a transfer
is awarded to a multiset, we need to calculate the total number of multisets con-
taining the transfer that where used to make the mapping. Thisratio of an element
is calculated in Def. 22.

Definition 22 (Element Ratio) Let U and N be multisets with proper mapping
µ(N,U). Let M ∈∗ U. Let x ∈ M. DefineS B {M′ | M′ ∈∗ U ∧ x ∈ M′}. Then
ratio(x,M,N,U) = 1

|S| .

The value model is defined over time periodt1 (e.g. a year) and consistency
is checked using data gathered in time periodδ (e.g. one month). The number of
realized occurrences in the event log should now be equal toδ

t1
(e.g. 1

12) times
the estimated number of occurrences of that transfer in the value model. The first
subset of the abstraction of the event log,S in Def. 23 contains all multisets which
are an occurrence of multisetM. SubsetS′ contains all multisets which are an
occurrence of aunionof value model multisets andM is part of this union. When
an event log entry is an occurrence ofM we simply calculate all occurrences of the
elements and what their average value is. However, when multisetM occurs in a
union and it contains elements which are not influenced by a scalar multiplication
element (e.g.Presentin Fig. 10) then these elements should only be counted for a
certain percentage. Namely, the ratio calculated in Def. 22. Furthermore, for each
multiset we require that the realized average value of each transfer is equal to
the estimated average value. For example, we check whether the total number of
occurrences of transferphotoin the event log is equal to the estimated number of
occurrencesphoto in the value model. Again, elements which are not influenced
by a scalar multiplication element are only accounted for a certain percentage. The
multiplicity of elementx in multisetM is denoted as:M(x).

Definition 23 (Dynamically Consistent Multisets)Let V be an abstraction of a
value model, letUV be the set of possible unions of multisets inV , let M ∈ V ,
let E be an abstraction of an event log, letS ⊆ E , let S′ ⊆ E , let µ: E → UV

be a proper mapping, and lett1 be the time period used in the value model. M is
δ-dynamically consistent with(S,S′, µ) iff ∀x ∈ M ∧ name(x) = a`:

1.
∑

N∈(S∪S′)
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x) N(y) = occurrences(x) δt1 , and

2.
∑

N∈(S∪S′)
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x)
value(y)

N(y) = value(x),

and iff ∀x ∈ M ∧ name(x) = a:

1.
∑

N∈S
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x) N(y)+
∑

N∈S′
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x)∧µ(N,M′) ratio(x,M,N,M′)×N(y) =

occurrences(x) δt1 , and

2.
∑

N∈S
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x) value(y)+
∑

N∈S′
∑

y∈N∧occ(y,x)∧µ(N,M′ ) ratio(x,M,N,M′)×value(y)∑
N∈S

∑
y∈N∧occ(y,x) N(y)+

∑
N∈S′

∑
y∈N∧occ(y,x)∧µ(N,M′ ) ratio(x,M,N,M′)×N(y) = value(x).

Based on these constraints we defineδ-dynamic consistency between event log
and value model. There should be a proper mapping and each multiset of the value
model, representing an instance, should be consistent with all its occurrences in
the event log.
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Definition 24 (Dynamically Consistent Models)Let setV represent value model
Ṽ, letU = ∗⋃i=1

n U(i)
`
,U(i)

`
∈ V , let setE represent event log̃E, letSt,M B {N | N ∈

E ∧occ(N,M)∧µ(N,M)∧ N was realized betweent− δ andt (t > δ > 0)}, and let
S′t,M B {(N | N ∈ E ∧ M ∈∗ U ∧ occ(N,U) ∧ µ(N,U)∧ N was realized between
t − δ andt (t > δ > 0)}. ThenṼ andẼ areδ-dynamically consistent at time t iff

1. ∃ proper mappingµ: E → U (Definition 19),
2. ∀M ∈ V : M is δ-dynamically consistent at time t with(St,M ,S′t,M , µ).

For checking dynamic consistency between value model and event log of our
running example, we first confirm a proper mapping. Recall the abstraction of the
value model (V ) and the abstraction of the event log (E ):

V =
{

{(c,op,money1 jk,0.20,960),(c,op,money2 j,2,96),(op,c,photo jk,0.20,960)} j ,
{(c,op,money3 j,40,24),(c,op,money4 j,4,24),(op,c,album j,40,24)} j

}

E =
{

{(1,c,op,money1,0.20)10
2 ,(1,c,op,money2,2)2,(2,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
2 },

(3,c,op,money3,40)1,(3,c,op,money4,4)1,(4,op,c,album,40)1,

{(5,c,op,money3,42)1,(5,c,op,money4,4)1,(8,op,c,album,42)1,

(9,c,op,money1,0.20)8
2,(9,c,op,money2,2)2,(12,op,c,photo,0.20)

8
2,

(13,c,op,money1,0.20)12
3 ,(13,c,op,money2,2)3,(14,op,c,photo,0.20)

12
3 },

{(6,c,op,money3,50)1,(6,c,op,money4,4)1,(7,op,c,album,50)1},
{(10,c,op,money1,0.15)14

1 ,(10,c,op,money2,2)1,(11,op,c,photo,0.15)
14
1 ,

(14,c,op,money1,0.22)6
2,(14,c,op,money2,2)2,(15,op,c,photo,0.22)

6
2},

{(16,c,op,money1,0.20)10
1 ,(16,c,op,money2,2)1,(17,op,c,photo,0.20)

10
1 }

}

Every multiset in the abstraction of the event log is an occurrence of a mul-
tiset or union of multisets in the value model (Item 1, Definition 24). Further-
more, all occurrences of each multiset in the value model should beδ-dynamically
consistent at timet (Item 2, Definition 24) with the multisets in the event log
it is mapped to or to which a union containing it is mapped to. In our example
t = July 1, 2007, the current date, andδ = 1 month, the time captured in the
event log. Recall the simplified timestamp notation in the abstraction. The sec-
ond multiset in the abstraction of the event log is an occurrence of the union of
the second (album,A) with the first (photo,P1) and the first (photo,P2) multi-
set in the abstraction of the value model. According to Def. 16, multisetAA =

{(c,op,money3 j,40,24),(c,op,money4 j,4,24),(op,c,album j,40,24)},
multisetAP1 = {(c,op,money1lm,0.20,960),(c,op,money2l,2,96),(op,c,photolm,0.20,960)}, mul-
tisetAP2 = {(c,op,money1no,0.20,960),(c,op,money2n,2,96),(op,c,photono,0.20,960)}, and mul-
tisetsBA, BP1, BP2 = ∅ since all elements are annotated.

A ∗∪ P1 ∗∪ P2 ={(c,op,money3 j,40,24),(c,op,money4 j,4,24),(op,c,album j,40,24),

(c,op,money1lm,0.20,960),(c,op,money2l,2,96),(op,c,photolm,0.20,960),

(c,op,money1no,0.20,960),(c,op,money2n,2,96),(op,c,photono,0.20,960)}
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Mapping Constraint Additional Constraint Cause

Proper mapping exists
Mismatch number of occurrences Cause 1
Mismatch average value Cause 2

No proper mapping
Missing multiset in value model Cause 3
Missing occurrence multiset in event logCause 4

Table 2 Categorization of Dynamic Inconsistency between Value Model and Event Log

For each element in this multiset, the realized number of occurrences should be
equal to the estimated number of occurrences (Item 1, Definition 23). Timeframe
t1 in the value model is one year. For example, the realized number ofmoney1
transfers is 2 in the event log and the estimated number of occurrences formoney1
in the value model is 24112 = 2. Furthermore, the realized average value should
be equal to the estimated average value (Item 2, Definition 23). For instance, the
realized average value ofmoney1is 38

2 + 42
2 = 19 + 21 = 40 and is therefore

equal to the estimated average value in the value model. When conducting the
complete calculations, value model and event log prove to be 1 month-dynamically
consistent at July 1, 2007.

6 Addressing the Necessity for Structural Change

When a dynamic inconsistency between value model and event log occurs, this can
be addressed by changing part of the value model to regain consistency. The differ-
ent possiblechangesin a value model are categorized (cf. Section 6.2). Here, we
prove that some important causes for inconsistencies will not occur if coordination
model and event log are strictly related (cf. Section 6.3). As a result, some changes
possible in the value model to regain consistency will never be required. By ruling
out necessity of certain changes in the value model, the process of adapting the
value model to regain consistency becomes more efficient. Furthermore, investi-
gating formal properties improves our understanding of relations between value
model, coordination model and event log.

6.1 Categorization of Causes for Dynamic Inconsistency between Value Model
and Event Log

An inconsistency between value model and event log may arise due to violation
of constraints for dynamic consistency between value model and event log (cf.
Definition 23 and 24). A corresponding categorization is depicted in Table 2. Of
course, these causes can appear in combination.

Cause 1The number of estimated occurrences of a value transfer in a specific
multiset is not equal to the realized number of occurrences of that value transfer
in multisets of the event log(see Item 1, Definition 23). For example, assume that
the value model estimates that 24 scooters will be rented. If the event log shows
that only 20 scooters have been rented, an inconsistency will occur.
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Cause 2.The estimated average value of a value transfer in a specific multiset
is not equal to the realized average value of transfers in multisets of the event
log (see Item 2, Definition 23). For example, in the value model it is estimated a
scooter is rented for an average of 40 euros. If the event log shows an average of
only 35 euros, an inconsistency will occur.

Cause 3.There is an occurrence in the event log which does not match with any
multiset in the abstraction of the value model.This means that there is a business
transaction not represented in the value model. This results in the nonexistence of
a proper mapping. There is either a missing combination of value transfers, for
example, when the event log contains entries of a car and scooter rented together
with one insurance then this will not match with a multiset in the abstraction of the
value model depicted in Fig. 2 where cars and scooters have separate insurances.
Or there will be a complete value transfer missing in the value model, for example,
if the event log contains entries of bike rentals while there is no value transferBike
present.

Cause 4.A multiset in the abstraction of the value model has no occurrence
in the event log.This means that one business transaction is never executed. This
results in the nonexistence of a proper mapping. For example, if the event log has
not shown any entries of scooter rentals this will be inconsistent with Fig. 2.

6.2 Categorization of Value Model Changes

We show how to restore consistency between value model and event log. When
an inconsistency emerges we focus onadaptations of the value model. We start
with a definition for value models belonging to the same class. Then we introduce
the four changes illustrated with e3-value examples. Typically, there is more than
one way to structure a value model while preserving the same options for business
transactions, i.e., facilitating the same set of multisets. For example, thoughModel
1 andModel 2in Fig. 11 are different models, they facilitate the same set of mul-
tisets. The abstraction M1 and M2 of the models are equal. Value transfersA and
B are estimated to be transferred once in a single business transaction from issuer
(i) to recipient (r) for the value of 5 and 3 euros, respectively, and value transfer
B is also estimated to be transferred once in a single transaction for 3 euros. We
introduceclasses of value modelsto aggregate differently structured value models
with the same functionality, i.e., facilitating the same set of multisets, and differ-
ently structured models with different functionality. When two models facilitate
the same functionality (e.g. Models 1 and 2 in Fig. 11) they are considered to be-
long to the sameclass. This definition is based on Definition 11 where models are
statically equivalent if they facilitate the same set of multisets.

Definition 25 (Class) Let setV represent value model̃V and setW represent
value modelW̃. Then:Ṽ andW̃ belong to the same class ifV andW are statically
equivalent according to Definition 11.
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M2: {{(i,r,A,5,1), (i,r,B,3,1)}, {(i,r,B,3,1)}}

A:5€

B:3€

M1: {{(i,r,A,5,1), (i,r,B,3,1)}, {(i,r,B,3,1)}}
Model 1 Model 2

Issuer (i) Issuer (i)

Fig. 11 Same Class Models in e3-value Notation

Type Subtype Sub-subtype Change

Observable
Structural Change 1

Non-structural
Number of occurrences Change 2
Average value Change 3

Non-observable Change 4

Table 3 Categorization of Value Model Changes

An overview of the changes is given in Table 3. The first distinction is between
observableandnon-observablechanges. An observable change adapts the abstrac-
tion of the value model while a non-observable change does not. The abstraction
of the value model consists ofmultisets, each multiset consists ofquintuples(is-
suer, recipient, name, value, occurrences). Changing the set either means adding or
deleting a multiset, adding or deleting a quintuple, or changing a value in the quin-
tuple. The first two options, adding or deleting a multiset or quintuple, are consid-
ered to bestructuralchanges and the last one, changing a value in the quintuple, is
considered to be anon-structuralchange. Changing a value in the quintuple means
adapting thenumber of occurrencesor adapting theaverage value.

Change 1.An observable structural changeadds or removes a multiset or part
of a multiset of value transfers. In e3-value observable structural changes are the
result of adding or deleting one or moreconstructs(e.g. XOR-port, AND-port and
value transfer) preserving a valid value model. Fig. 12 depicts three observable
structural changes represented as an e3-value model. ModelM with set{{A,B},{C,D}}
is the original model of our running example where we renamed the transfers for
the sake of simplicity. ModelM′ with set {{A,B},{C}} is an adapted model ofM
where part of a multiset is removed, namelyD, by deleting anAND-port. Model
M′′ with set {{C,D}} is another adapted model ofM where a multiset is removed
by deleting anXOR-portand all constructs following. Finally, modelM′′′ with set
{{A,B},{C,D},{T}} is an adapted model ofM where a multiset is added by adding an exit
to theXOR-portand adding transferT.

Lemma 1 (Observable Structural Change)An observable structural change in
a value model changes its class.

Proof According to Definition 11, two sets will be statically equivalent if all mul-
tisetsmatch. If they are statically equivalent then they will belong to the same
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Fig. 12 Changes Category 1

class. By adding or deleting a multiset or part of a multiset, the new set and the
original one are not statically equivalent. As a consequence, the new abstraction of
the value model belongs to a different class than the original set. Also changes in
issuer, recipientor nameresults in a class change since such a change influences
the equivalence relation (Definition 11).ut

Change 2.An observable non-structural change of the number of occurrences
can be achieved by adapting the value of the last element of a quintuple (i.e.,
the number of occurrences). This number of occurrences results from combining
other estimations (e.g. number of business transactions and size of the group of
actors). For example, Model 1 in Fig. 11, represents a single actor, with 2 consumer
needs (specified at the start stimulus); 50 percent is expected to be fulfilled by
transferringA andB and 50 percent is expected to be fulfilled by transferringB.
This is depicted in abstraction M1 (cf. Fig. 11). Adapting the estimated number
of occurrences means related estimations also get adjusted. For example, if we
assume 4 consumer needs instead of 2, the expected number of occurrences of the
value transfer (i.e., the value of the last element in the quintuple) will double.

Change 3.An observable non-structural change of the average valuechanges
the fourth element of a quintuple (i.e., the average value). As opposed to Change
2 the average value of a transfer is not the result of other estimations in the value
model, but is estimated by combining information outside the model. For exam-
ple, information on production and material costs determine, partially, the average
value of a product. When the estimated rental price of a scooter is higher than the
realized average value, this could be the result of discounts given to specific cus-
tomers. Adapting the average value does not affect other parts of the abstraction or
model.

Change 4.Non-observable changesin a value model do not influence parts of
the model that have a representation in the coordination model or event log. The
abstraction of the value model only depicts parts present in both models and event
log. Either (i) such a change does not affect the semantics of the model or (ii) part
of the model, with no connection to the abstraction of it, is changed. In case (i) let,
for example, in Fig. 11 Model 2 be the adapted and Model 1 the original model.
Then this is a non-observable change since the sets representing the models are the
same for Model 1 and Model 2. In (ii), for example, adapting transferInsurance1
in Fig. 2 does not influence the abstraction of the model since there is no matching
message in coordination model or entry in the event log.
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Assumption Inconsistency Type Change Type Effects

Dynamic consis-
tency (coordina-
tion model and
event log), and
Static consistency

Proper Mapping:
Cause 1 or 2

Observable
Non-structural:
Change 2 or 3

No introduction of sta-
tic inconsistency

Table 4 Line of Argumentation

6.3 Evolution of Value Models through Adaptation

We aim at maintaining consistency whileminimizing changesin the models and
without introducing static inconsistencies. We assume that the implementation is
based on statically consistent value and coordination models (cf. Definition 12).
We show that when coordination model and event log are dynamically consistent
(cf. Definition 21), maintaining dynamic consistency (cf. Definition 24) between
value model and event log can be achievedwithout structural changes(Changes
2 and 3) and without introducing new inconsistencies (see Table 4). We use the
definitions and categorizations from the previous sections.

Theorem 1Assume event log and coordination model are dynamically consistent.
Assume further that value and coordination model are statically consistent. Then
it is always possible to solve dynamic inconsistency between value model and
event log while preserving static consistency between value model and coordi-
nation model.

Proof When assuming dynamically consistent event log and coordination model,
and static consistency, there is always a proper mapping (see Lemma 2). Dynamic
inconsistency between value model and event log can then be solved through a
non-structural change (see Lemma 3). A non-structural change does not influ-
ence static consistency (see Lemma 4). By transitivity: If event log and coordina-
tion model are dynamically consistent then dynamic inconsistency between value
model and event log can be solved without influencing static consistency.ut
Lemma 2 Assume event log and coordination model are dynamically consistent.
Assume further that value and coordination model are statically consistent. Then:
There is always a proper mapping between the abstraction of the event log and the
abstraction of the value model.

Proof If there is no proper mapping there must either be a multiset in the value
model not present in the event log (Item 1, Definition 19), or there is a multiset
in the event log not present in the value model (Item 2, Definition 19). Violation
of Item 1 means that this multiset in the value model has to match with a multiset
in the coordination model due to static consistency (cf. Definition 12). Because
of dynamic consistency between coordination model and event log, this multiset
must have an occurrence in the event log (cf. Definition 21). If this multiset has an
occurrence in the event log it will be an occurrence of the value model. However,
this contradicts our initial assumption⊥.
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Violation of Item 2 means that the multiset in the event log has to be an occur-
rence of a multiset in the coordination model due to dynamic consistency between
coordination model and event log (Definition 21). This multiset in the coordination
model must have a matching multiset in the value model because of static consis-
tency (Definition 12). However, the multiset in the coordination model, violating
Item 2, is an occurrence of this multiset in the value model⊥. ut

Lemma 3 Assume event log and coordination model are dynamically consistent.
Assume further that value and coordination model are statically consistent. Then:
It is always possible to resolve dynamic inconsistency between value model and
event log by adapting the value model with an observable non-structural change.

Proof If event log and coordination model are dynamically consistent there will
be a proper mapping (cf. Lemma 2). If there is a proper mapping and a dynamic
inconsistency between value model and event log this will be either due to Cause 1
(i.e., a mismatch in the estimated number of occurrences) or due to Cause 2 (i.e., a
mismatch in the average value of a transfer) (Table 2). By transitivity, if event log
and coordination model are dynamically consistent then dynamic inconsistency
between value model and event log can be solved through an observable non-
structural change.ut

Lemma 4 An observable non-structural change in the value model does not influ-
ence static consistency between value model and coordination model.

Proof If a non-structural change would influence static consistency between value
model and coordination model then it would influence static equivalence between
the abstraction of the value model as well as the abstraction of the coordination
model (Definition 12). To influence static equivalence, a non-structural change has
to add or remove a multiset from the abstraction of the value model (Definition 11).
A non-structural change (see Change 2 or Change 3 in Section 6.2) only adapts
values of elements in a quintuple and never influences multisets. Therefore, a non-
structural change will never influence static consistency.ut

7 Related Work

Several approaches for ensuring consistency between different models at an op-
erational level exist. For example,Business Process Intelligence(BPI) aims at
supporting business and its users in managing process execution quality [7] and
acknowledge the importance of inter-model alignment. Recently efforts are made
to focus on the analysis of costs related to the use of BPI [12]. Here, Mutschler
et al. introduce two cost models. One model analyzes the Total Cost of Owner-
ship while the other model analyzes the impact of BPI on Software Development
Efforts. Although in BPI quantifications are made and data is related to process
models, BPI focusses on execution quality instead of on the overall performance
of the collaboration. Another example is theAstro-project[9] where business re-
quirements and business processes are integrated into one framework to enable
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flexibility. Formal verification of, for example, consistency within the framework
can be checked.

Besides checking consistency between different models, there exist construc-
tive approaches guaranteeing consistency of the model derived from another model.
For example in [1] an approach is proposed to use an intermediate model as a
bridge between a business model and a process model. The approach is based on
identifying tasks needed to accomplish the consumer need and to derive the inter-
dependencies of these tasks. [2] propose achaining methodto derive from a busi-
ness model a corresponding process model. However, this constructive approach
focusses only on static consistency. Another approach is by Koehler et al. [10]
who propose apattern basedapproach to come from a business process model to
a consistent implementation. Model checking techniques are used to automatically
verify, for example, consistency.

A well known approach for assessing business models is usingKey Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPI). In these approaches, KPI are chosen as evaluation criteria
for business models. In [4] KPI are used to overcome the problem of measuring a
priori the benefits of e-commerce investments. The e-business is assessed by busi-
ness process simulation where users can experiment with different configurations.
The resulting simulated values of the KPI are compared with the estimated values
in the process models. A business decision is made based on this comparison. In
our mechanism, the profitability evaluation criterium can be considered a KPI.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

We describe important research concerning consistency relations between models
and system at the operational level by using abstractions. Using these abstrac-
tions allows formal property checking of the relations between value model, co-
ordination model, and event log. Furthermore, we propose a categorization of dy-
namic inconsistencies between value model and event log, and a categorization of
changes in value models. Using these categorizations and our abstraction method,
we prove that several changes in the value model can be discarded when solving
dynamic inconsistency if certain circumstances are met. Furthermore, we prove
that by using these changes no new inconsistencies are introduced. As a result,
efforts for maintaining consistency at the operational level are reduced and consis-
tency between value model, coordination model, and event log are guaranteed.

We plan to investigatewhetherandhowan inconsistency should be addressed.
For example, if there is a derivation of only one euro in the average value of a
transfer this is in our definition an inconsistency but might not be perceived by
the stakeholder as an inconsistent result. Furthermore, we plan to investigateauto-
mated consistency checkingbased on our abstraction.
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